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INTRODUCTION

➢ Emergency Department (ED) is the main entrance to healthcare 
system, the Efficiency and Quality of Service (QoS) in ED have big 
influence to the whole healthcare system. 

➢ Patients arrive the ED without prior appointment, some of them with 
unstable conditions and must be treated quickly! 

➢ Some EDs are overcrowding and work with limited budget. 

➢ ED is a complex system with many constraints! 

➢… …  
 

Problems to solve



?

To make decisions to solve these problems, there are many 
questions should be answered first to support the decision 
(since EDs are stochastic environment and have time-dependent 
behavior, the decisions are not straightforward), e.g., 

❖ If the number of patient arrival doubled,  what will happen? 

❖ If we put 20 more careboxes (beds), how the overcrowding could be? 

❖ The budget will decrease, how QoS will be affected? which staff can be 

reduced? doctors? nurses? ... ? 

❖… …   

How can we know the effect of a decision 
without the commitment of any physical 
resources or interruption of the system? 

Simulation



My Agenda

☛ Introduction 

☛ The Emergency Department Simulator  

☛ Demo about Micro-to-Macro to insight the system 

☛ Conclusion and Future work



WHAT IS AN ED SIMULATOR?
☞ Emergency Department: 

 Complex Adaptive System. A  complex  system  is  one  in  which  there  are 
multiple  interactions  between  many  different 
components,  low-level  interactions  among 
components emerge collective high-level results.

Emergent Property: an observation about a system that we might not anticipate from 
the separate study of its individual components (Holland, 1998; Strogatz, 2003).

As the  components  of  a  system interact  with  each other,  and influence  each other 
through  these  interactions,  the  system  as  a  whole  exhibits  emergent  behavior 
(Roetzheim). This characteristic makes the output of a system difficult to understand 
and predict.

☞ Execution: 

 Model was implemented in Netlogo; 

 HPC has been used to deal with the probabilistic agent model and study 

more scenarios in acceptable time frame.

☞ Model: 

 Agent-Based Model; 

 Generalized and Adaptable.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
Agent-Based Modeling & Simulation

Simple Behavior Rules 
(IF/THEN) State Variables Interaction Model+ +

(vivid) Agents Model

❖ It  can  provide  a  way  to  see  the  forest  through  the  trees  and,  insight  is  often  more 
important than sheer numbers. 

¿Why?

execute

❖ To have transparency in prediction, not “black box” prediction. (to know the root cause of 
systematic behavior, i.e.,  exploratory, descriptive and explanatory feature.).

❖ Customizable/Flexible  to  study  ED  related  problem,  e.g.,  propagation  of  nosocomial 
infection,  in  which  the  principal  way  of  the  transmission  is  the  frequent  interaction 
between patients and healthcare staff.. (no system level knowledge needed, could focus in 
individual level).
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presented, the presented signal will be pushed into its own task queue. This behavior model structure is easy to
abstract from agents’ actual behavior in real system, accord with KISS principle (keep it simple, stupid), and easy to
be convert to programming language with state machine pattern. The following sub-sections 3.1.1 - 3.1.7 will detail
the behavior rule of all the agents in EDs in IF/THEN structure. For convenience, we defined notations in Table 1 to
represent specific group of agents.

Table 1: Notations used in this model.

Notations Description
i ID of agent, it is an unique ID among all the agents in system.
Ncb

i a set of careboxes under responsibly of nurse i.
NP

i a set of patients (mainly for patients in area B) under responsibly of nurse i
DP

i a set of patients under responsibly of doctor i.
IS The information management system in ED, a system for communicating and coordinating among

sta↵, patient and test-room, also treated as an agent in this model.

3.1.1. Patients
As the leading role of an ED, patients in ED are guided by IS, i.e., go to the corresponding place when get notified.

Accordingly, in diagnose & treatment phase, the patient alternates between two states: receiving treatment for a given
process step or waiting for sta↵ (i.e., waiting for a doctor and/or nurse and/or medical testing service/result required
for the next step in his treatment plan). Consequently, patients’ behavior is the same in all stage except treatment in
area A. The patients in area A are solely driven by service providers, i.e., doctors, nurses and auxiliaries, if not, they
will keep staying in their carebox. Therefore, the length of stay in treatment areas is the sum of all activities (meet
with doctor, medical test, and have rest to wait for drug therapies take e↵ect) they have to attend, and time on waiting
for resources (include test rooms, doctors, nurses and auxiliaries) become available. The behavior rule of patients is
given in Table 2. It is worth to note that the time to wait until drug therapies take e↵ect (tdrug) is significant because
it is usually the longest part of LoS. However, tdrug is not easy to obtain directly from ED databases records. In this
model, we modeled tdrug by using acuity level dependent random distribution, the parameters of the distribution will
be calibrated in model tuning process.

Table 2: Behavior rules of patients.

IF THEN
notified by IS (before entering treatment area). go to the corresponding place in the notification.
no requests from IS (before entering treatment area). keep staying in waiting room.
no requests from IS or healthcare sta↵. keep staying in carebox (for patients in area A).
no interaction requested by nurse or doctor. keep staying in waiting room (for patients in area B).
notified by IS (in area B). go to diagnosis room or medical image test-room as in-

dicated in the notification.
has any problem. ask nurse through IS (the IS will notify the correspond-

ing nurse).

3.1.2. Registration sta↵ and triage nurse
The abstract behavior of triage nurse and registration sta↵ are similar, we describe their model together in this

section. The service time duration for triage nurse and registration sta↵ is not significant due to di↵erent patients, and
their behavior is less complexity because it is a pure FCFS queue model. Therefore in our model, we considered the
duration of service time simply on the basis of their expertise (junior or senior). The behavior rule of registration sta↵
and triage nurse is detailed in Table 3.
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Table 3: Behavior rules of registration sta↵ / triage nurse.

IF THEN
time to work. interact with colleague in previous shift, take over ma-

terials from them.
no patient in front of the desk/window. wait for patient (IDLE)
one patient with the same queue number as notified in
IS waiting in front of the desk.

interact with patient for registration/triage.

shifting of duty time is up. accomplish work at hand, interact with colleague in fol-
lowing shift, hand over requested material.

3.1.3. Doctor
As service provider, doctors in di↵erent areas behaves di↵erently. The distinct di↵erence is the movement require-

ment for interaction. Doctors in area A have to walk around the area in order to check their patients since patients
in area A is forbidden to move by themselves. The duration of time takes for doctor to move (tmove) is important to
consider since it is not a constant time and significant when regarding to e�ciency. However, doctors in area B sit
in their o�ce waiting for patient coming. Considering that the waiting room is not far from doctor’s room in area B,
time takes to patient on moving is negligible. Detailed behavior rules of doctors are demonstrated in Table 4.

Table 4: Behavior rules of doctors.

IF THEN
time to work. interact with doctor in previous shift, take over patients

from them.
no task assigned by IS (task queue is empty). stay in their o�ce (IDLE).
IS notified a new patients in cbi. move to cbi, perform first-interaction, make treatment

plan.
IS notified: the test report for one of the patients in DP

i
is ready to review.

review medical test report, walk to the carebox if neces-
sary, and make follow-up treatment plan (do more test,
drug therapy, discharge or admit to hospital).

scheduled drug therapy time of any patient in DP
i is up. walk to the carebox, check e↵ect of drug therapy, and

make follow-up treatment plan.
shifting of duty time is up. accomplish work at hand, interact with doctors in fol-

lowing shift, hand over all the patients in DP
i .

Similarly, doctors in area B have the same rule except the behavior of moving to the corresponding careboxes.
Regarding to the duration of service time (for each interaction), the duration may depend on many factors, according to
the real behavioral data from our cooperative EDs, the duration of service time for a specific worker is exponentially
distributed. Therefore, we use an exponential (Exp(�st)) random variable to fit the duration of service time for
each service provider. The parameter �st is acuity level-, service type- and service provider experience- dependent.
Equation 3 expresses the sub-model of service time.

�st = �n · f (s, sp, al) + tmove (3)

Where, s denotes the type of service (purpose of interaction), sp is the experience of service provider (doctor,
nurse, test-room), say, junior or senior; al represents the acuity level of patients; tmove is the time takes on movements
which depends on the location of patient’s carebox, for doctor in area B, it is set as zero. Involvement of ED sta↵
and on-site interview found that the first meeting with patient takes significant longer time than followups. Moreover,
most of the patients (especially in in area A) have more than one meeting (for assessment). Therefore, from a doctor’s
perspective, there are more followup interactions with patient, and it is better to consider service time model separately
for first interaction and followups. To avoid an over-complex model, we added a proportionality coe�cient parameter
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for the service time, i.e., same statistical model, di↵erent scale, �n represents the proportionality coe�cient for the first
meeting with patient and followups (e.g., say 1.0 for first meeting and 0.7 for followups). The function is identified
and calibrated with real operation records of the target ED. Note that, service model described by Equation 3 is also the
service time model for nurses but with di↵erent parameter value. It can be seen that the duration of time for interaction
is determined by service provider while with patient’s characteristic as parameters. Regarding the treatment plan made
by doctor, that is based on the routing probabilities retrieved from ED patient records, and depend on the patient’s
type and acuity level.

3.1.4. Nurse
Behavior of nurses is similar as doctors. Nurses in area A have to move to the carebox of target patients, while in

area B, since all patients stay in a big open room equipped with chairs, the time for nurse to move to the patients is
constant short and negligible. Regarding the service time of nurse, we use the same model as shown in Equation 3 but
with di↵erent parameters. The IF/THEN behavior rules of nurse are detailed in Table 5.

Table 5: Behavior rules of nurses.

IF THEN
time to work. interact with nurse in previous shift, take over patients

from them (in area A).
no task assigned by IS (task queue is empty). stay in the nurse room.
doctor assigned laboratory test to one of the patients in
set N p

i

walk to carebox Ncb
i (in area A), taking sample from

patient.
drug therapy assigned to one of the patients in set N p

i by
doctor.

go to the pharmacy, take pill and then walk to the place
of patient for treatment.

Periodic checking time is up. Check every patient’s body condition in set N p
i .

doctor discharged one patient in set N p
i . help patient leaving ED.

shifting of duty time is up. accomplish task at hand, interact with nurses in follow-
ing shift, hand over all the patients in set N p

i .

It can be seen from Table 5 that, all the behaviors are driven by information system, and we assume that nurses
always behave under their regulation. Thus, the uncertainties of nurses’ behavior mainly due to uncertainties of
patients’ condition.

3.1.5. Auxiliary technician
Auxiliary technicians work in area A, assisting patient move around for medical testing. The behavior of auxiliary

technicians is simple but crucial to be considered in the model because their work also has significant impact on
system performance. For example, shortage of technicians will result in delaying in patients’ test, and slow down
the e�ciency of test-rooms. This chain reaction will finally result in patient throughput of ED system. Di↵erent
with doctors and nurses, one single technician does not have their own task queue, all the technicians are uniformly
allocated, i.e., when there is a request for technician, if there are technicians in idle state, one of them will be send
to the task, otherwise, the task will be pushed into the task queue of technician group. Therefore, they have only one
IF/THEN behavior rule, i.e., go to perform task when get notified by IS.

3.1.6. Medical image test-room
The medical image test-room is a passive service provider, i.e., perform operation when get requested. Although

it is comprised of equipments and technicians, we model this unit as a single agent to ignore unnecessary complexity.
There are several kinds of medical image service such as CT-scan, B-scan ultrasonography, X-Ray and MRI-scan.
Since the process are similar, the significant di↵erence is the service time from point view of modeling and simulation.
In current version of our model, we simplified the service time model with a single exponential distribution without
considering the specific techniques (i.e., ignored the specific type of medical image test). More details to represent
patient’s state could be included in the future version. The IF/THEN behavior rule of medical image test-room are
described in Table 6.
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Table 6: Behavior rules of medical image test-room.

IF THEN
no patient waiting outside. waiting for patient (IDLE).
patient with auxiliary sta↵ waiting outside, and test-
room is ready.

interact with patient and accompanied auxiliary sta↵.

physical test finished. process test results, and send to the corresponding doc-
tor through IS.

3.1.7. Laboratory test-room
The laboratory test-rooms receive patients’ sample (e.g., blood) took by nurse. All the incoming samples will

be processed and analyzed one by one with machine following first-come, first-served policy. Normally, there are
several machines which can process samples simultaneously (i.e., pipeline), the number of pipelines is a parameter of
this agent which will be configured by simulation user. For each machine, it requires a maintenance service every 24
hours, the maintain process takes up to one hour, and cannot process sample during maintaining process. Regarding
process time, since there are di↵erent kind of analysis and takes di↵erent duration of time, to make it easier to model
and calibrate, we ignored the specific type of analysis, and use a random distribution to fit the duration of time for
sample analysis process. The parameters for the distribution will be based on empirical value provided by relevant
technical sta↵ in ED, and carefully calibrated because it is not tracked in detail in the IS system. The behavior rules
are detailed in Table 7.

Table 7: Behavior rules of laboratory test-room.

IF THEN
no sample in the queue. waiting for sample (IDLE).
new sample(s) waiting in the queue, and there are free
analyzing machine(s).

detach sample(s) to free machine(s).

analyzing machine(s) completed the analysis catch results and send to the corresponding doctor
through IS.

daily machine maintenance time is up. start maintaining when machine completes current task.

3.2. Interaction Model
The subsection 3.1 described all the model of agents in ED, all the agents can be understood independently, but

when they are interconnected, they fulfill the purpose of providing healthcare service. Hence, agent model is just one
side of an agent-based model & simulation system, the interaction model which connect all agents to form a vivid
system is another side of ABMS system. However, human behavior and interactions among people are among the
most complex systems that exist and among the most di�cult to change. Regarding that hospitals have strict behavior
policies, we assume that all the agents in EDs behave regularly in reality. The interaction happen among agents was
illustrated in Figure 2 (the group of two parallel lines with arrow between two agents). There are one-to-one interaction
(e.g., doctor with patient), one-to-n interaction (like information system with patients), and triangular interaction (e.g.,
test room, patient and auxiliary sta↵). From point view of modeling which uses time as key indicator of the system,
the duration of time takes for interaction is significant. The model for fitting the time duration of interactions has been
demonstrated in the agents’ model.

The model of agents described in subsection 3.1 are defined from single agent’s perspective, each kind of agent
has its own behavior. To accurately represent a “live” agent in simulation, besides behavior rules, each agent has its
own state variables to specify their current state. Although the IF/THEN behavior rules are generalized that do not
represent one specific action related with interaction objects, the combination of the value of their state variables and
the generalized behavior will represent the real action. For example, if the value of state variables indicates that a
patient stays in the waiting room (i.e., location = 1st waiting room), waiting for service after admission, which means
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HOW IT WORKS (RULES + STATE VARIABLES)

Table 1: A part of a nurse’s state transition.

State index Source State Destination state Input

. . . . . . . . . . . .

St Waiting for task. Meet with patient(take blood sample). blood test task from IS

St+1 Meet with patient. Waiting for task. sample take finished

St+2 Waiting for task. Meet with patient(for treatment) treatment task from IS.

St+1 Meet with patient. Waiting for task. treatment task finished

St+3 Waiting for task. Meet with patient(help discharging) Discharging task from IS.

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 8: Part of a patient’s interaction log.

State Source State Destination state Input
. . . . . . . . . . . .
S t Waiting for service (free care-

box).
Waiting for service (Doctor’s
diagnosis).

Notice from IS with a free care
box.

S t+1 Waiting for service (doctor’s di-
agnosis)

Accepting Service(meet with
doctor)

Doctor arrive at patient’s care-
box.

S t+2 Accepting Service(meet with
doctor)

Waiting for service (X-Ray test
service)

Doctor order X-Ray test for pa-
tient.

S t+3 Waiting for service (X-Ray test
service)

Accepting Service(X-Ray test
service)

X-Ray service available.

S t+4 Accepting Service(X-Ray test
service)

Waiting for service (Doctor’s
review of the test result)

X-Ray service finished.

. . . . . . . . . . . .

which uses time as key indicator of the system, the duration of the time it takes for an interaction is significant. The
model for fitting the time duration of interactions has been demonstrated in the agents’ model.

The model of agents described in subsection 3.1 are defined from single agent’s perspective, each kind of agent
has its own behavior. To accurately represent a “live” agent in simulation, besides behavior rules, each agent has its
own state variables to specify their current state. Although the IF/THEN behavior rules are generalized so as not to
represent one specific action related with interaction objects, the combination of the value of their state variables and
the generalized behavior will represent the real action. For example, if the value of state variables indicates that a
patient stays in the waiting room (i.e., location = 1st waiting room), waiting for service after admission, which means
that they are waiting for triage service instead of other services. Table 8 gives a part of one patients state transition,
although several states are the same as Waiting for service, the value of its state variables will determine the specific
service the patient is waiting for.

Above all, by means of defining the agents through state variables, it will be feasible to deal with the huge amount
of states of the agents. At the same time, it will be easy to add/remove states simply by adding/removing elements in
the set of possible values of the state variables and their corresponding behavior. For the study of other ED related
problems, for example, the study of MRSA propagation in ED, some new state variables and their possible values
will become easy to be added to indicate more states and/or insight into the individual level to see how the parameters
evolve over time (e.g., routes of bacteria transmission). With the same approach, by the execution of the model, some
new functionality of the research object will emerge from these new states.

4. Model Implementation and data collection

4.1. Model implementation
Above section 3 detailed the agent-based models as well as their interaction. However, the nonlinearities and

interactions among agents over time and space can lead to such complexity that it is only possible to understand
the performance of the system through simulation [38]. The full model has been implemented in NetLogo [39]
simulation environment, which is an agent-based programming language and integrated modeling environment. We
have assumed that all agents considered in EDs will behave according to their IF/THEN behavior rules (other possible
irregular behavior is out the scope of this model and ignorable). The same as it in reality, in model implementation,
when one interaction is accomplished, agent will return to an inactive state and check their task list (enqueue by IS ), so
as to perform the next task (dequeue) according to the priority policy. The agents’ model described in subsection 3.1
can be easily translated to NetLogo programming language as a state machine. However, the results of simulating
the behavior as well as interactions of agents can not indicate systemic performance. The systemic key performance
indicators (KPIs) are extracted from detailed interaction information among all the agents. Accordingly, a proper way
to collect this interacting atomic data should be carefully designed.
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Demo No. 1

The emergency department system is overcrowding, 
WHAT-IF 

we add 20 beds to the system?



note: the scale of vertical coordinates are different.

The influence of additional carebox on patients’ behavior 
(Area A). 

(a) length of stay (c) door-to-doctor time(b) length of waiting time
(in treatment area)

system components

LoS, LoW

benefits 

Good?

the root-cause



Demo No. 2

Explore the effects of doctors’ behavior on the system-level behavior. 
and

Explain why (identify the root cause).



note: the vertical coordinate scale of (b) is quite different as (a) and (c)

The effect of length of doctors’ (area B) attention time on 
macro-level LoS, and the root cause identification.

(a) length of stay (b) door-to-doctor time (c) length of waiting time

doctors’ behavior

LoS, LoW

Typical Value

singularity no effects the root-cause



Conclusion
❖  This  article  presents  an approach to  discover  knowledge of  emergency department 

through simulating individual behavior of its components.

❖  It provides a way to see the forest through the trees and, insight is often more important 
than sheer numbers.

❖ The  model  is  customizable  from  individual  level,  the  atomic  data  about  agent 
interaction and environment state record are provided by customizable “sensor”.

✴  Develop  an  automatic  calibration/tuning  tool  along  with  the  model  for  users  to 
calibrate and validate the model parameters for their EDs without the involvement of 
model developer. 

Future work



Connections

Poster (Agent Based Poster Madness M1, 5:15pm-5:45pm, Monday, Salon A)

ABMS Simulator of Propagation of Nosocomial Infection in Emergency Department
(Note: Principal way of MRSA transmission is the frequent interaction between patients and healthcare staff.)

Poster ( New Simulation Applications Poster Madness M4, 5:15pm-5:45pm, Monday, Catalina)

Evaluation of Performance and Response Capacity in Emergency Departments
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